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Mario Lopez: One On One (Series 1)

12 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Mark Sanchez

You think you know NY Jets quarterback Mark Sanchez, but Mario Lopez gets the real score on
the superstar athlete. Fans may be surprised to learn he’s all mama’s boy when it comes to his
Mexican American upbringing and getting the nod on his girlfriends!

2. Eva Longoria

How did a Texas beauty pageant queen become a desperate housewife? Hollywood actress Eva
Longoria reveals some startling secrets to Mario Lopez, including her passion for politics and
philanthropy and her destiny as a hopeless romantic.

3. George Lopez

Be surprised by a George Lopez you’ve never seen before. Moving and profound, Mario Lopez
goes beyond the laughs with the successful actor-comedian. From his humble beginnings to his
own TV sitcom, Lopez shares on his life and laughter.

4. Gloria and Emilio Estefan

What does it take to live and work in harmony for over 34 years? Power couple Emilio and Gloria
Estefan talk to Mario Lopez about love and life beyond the billboard charts – their Cuban roots
and life before the world tours and hit albums.

5. Gabriel Iglesias

Why is Gabriel Iglesias known as Fluffy? Mario Lopez gets the low down on the high-octane comic
and actor, from his nickname and small part in Magic Mike to his Hawaiian shirts and hilarious
comedic style. Complete with sound effects and voices!

6. Victor Ortiz
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Mario meets up with boxing champ Victor Ortiz at a boxing gym, where they explore Victor’s rise
from a disconnected family life that led him to the Junior World Olympics as a teen and eventually
to a world boxing title in 2011.

7. Anjelah Johnson

Actress and comedian Anjelah Johnson’s got a lot to cheer about these days. The YouTube
sensation shares more than a few jokes as she opens up about family, faith and going from chola
wannabe to stand-up comedy standout.

8. Pepe Aguilar

Why does Pepe Aguilar wear shades all the time? Mario Lopez takes a peek at the Grammy
Award winning musician who modernized mariachi. From a rock band start to his icon status,
Aguilar shares how roots and family keep the music fresh and surprising.

9. Kat Von D

Tattoos, guitar sculptures and music are among the topics explored by Kat Von D, who also chats
about life in the Hollywood spotlight and spills details about her romantic relationships.

10. Adrian Gonzalez

Dodgers first baseman Adrian Gonzalez is interviewed.

11. Juanes

The Colombian rock star Juanes chats about his songs, plus tells stories about his teenage
awkward years and his days as a hardcore metalhead.

12. Edward James Olmos

Edward James Olmos shares stories from his career as an actor, including the roles he has turned
down; and reflects on his early days as the lead singer in a rock-and-roll band.


